December 2016

Editor's Desk (Shona LaFortune – editor@nwphoto.org)
I probably say this every year, but the onset of winter weather is no reason to
pack away your camera. Of course you all know that. Starting with amazing
Christmas light displays (for those of you who enjoy post-processing, these
shots can be a super-fun playground) and leading into frosty mornings, late
sunrises and early sunsets (allowing for plenty of winter hibernation time in
between), maybe some frozen ponds . . . or head up one of the local mountains for
snowy wonderlands and great views. Remember to keep the monthly themes and upcoming
competitions in mind as you take photographs over the holidays.
And it’s the season for family memories, if you are fortunate enough to have family nearby. None of
us are getting younger, so take lots of photos to cement those memories, and dig out those photo
albums and get some stories from your elders. You will all gain.
Speaking of family memories, one of our newest members has shared a story I know you will find
interesting. We also have an article by Glenn on what judges look for. Timely, with the New Year
being full of competitions. Thanks for those contributions, you two!
Many of us spend a fair bit of money on our hobbies. Please remember the less fortunate this
Christmas season and consider a donation to one (or more) of the many charities that help others, or
even set up a monthly payment plan. It doesn’t have to be a large amount, but it means a lot.
Wishing all of you a wonderful holiday season.

Upcoming Meetings (program@nwphoto.org)
January 3: We open 2017 with a member sharing night. You may share up to three (3) images (or
one 2-3 minute slide show). File naming, dimensions and Dropbox link are on our website. As well,
bring along to the meeting something that you have made from your photos: from a t-shirt to a framed
poster to a photo book, we’re all looking for inspiration. Help us get our photos off our hard drives.
January 24: In-house digital competition with a theme: Black and White creations (recent work).
Judging, and moderated commentary from the judges as well as club members. This is an excellent
opportunity to get feedback on your work within the comfort of the club meeting. Your black and white
creations (maximum of 2) must be uploaded to the Dropbox (see the club’s website) on the evening
of January 21. As always, these are firm deadlines.
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Upcoming Outings (outings@nwphoto.org)
We have a lineup of outings up on the website. No details yet, but mark your calendars now so you
have those dates locked up (you do have a 2017 calendar, right??!!)
January 28 for “Behind the Scenes at BC Place”
February 25 for “Chinatown Walking Tour”
March 19 for “Stave Falls Powerhouse”

Themes (themes@nwphoto.org)
Closing December 18 is “Vintage”. The theme description states that it
can be a photo of something from the past or a photo treated to make it
look like it’s from the past. Think “Gastown Outing”, Burnaby Village
Museum or loads of the lovely buildings right in New Westminster . . .
and of course there are a zillion other possibilities. (And before you use the “sepia” filters, be sure to
consider whether it will really add to your image or just be kind of, well, cliché. There are other options
for the aged look –Ed. )
And, just opened on December 1, “Everything’s all white”, for photographs having white as the
dominant “colour”. See the theme statement for a link to some ideas, if you need inspiration.

Theme results
Here are the top 10 from the recently closed “A Slice of Life” theme, which had 61 entries, 23 votes
and a whole bunch of comments. (Thank you to everyone who took the time to vote and/or make
comments!) The images can, of course, be viewed on the website, along with all the comments.
Title
Getting some air
Lost Girl – Chinatown Vancouver
That is hot
Concentration
Hee Hee … He’s fuzzy!
Serious Study
Ladies in the Shade
Main Mini
Bonding
The Confab
The Climb
Dimensions of time
BINGO! – Grandma’s Favourite Pastime
Adventure in Queens Park
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Photographer
Michael D.
Terrilyne S.
Eric M.
Nancy M.
Christina O.
Nancy M.
Terrilyne S.
Warren B.
Barb A.
Brenda F.
Glenn M.
Milada
Terrilyne S.
Nancy M.

Ranking/score
1st (55 pts)
2nd (43 pts)
3rd (tie – 34 pts)
3rd (tie – 34 pts)
4th
5th
6th, 7th (tie)
6th, 7th (tie)
8th
9th
10th (tie)
10th (tie)
10th (tie)
10th (tie)

Two images that tied for 6th and 7th place in the “Slice of Life” theme:

Ladies in the Shade © Terrilyne S.

Main Mini © Warren B.

The North Shore Challenge
This seems to be the big one, well attended and consistently popular. It’s almost never too early to
start thinking about this competition. We have to narrow our entry to six images, and we want our
very best.
What should you submit for your own entries to the club selection committee? With different judges
every year, what to enter is unpredictable. If strong graphic images do well one year, the next year it
seems that everyone enters strong graphic images. But that year, the judges prefer nature.
One thing to remember is that the judges have “seen it all”. Our club has no shortage of creative
members, and although what might do well in club or theme competitions may not be what an
experienced judge will look for.
“Fur and feathers” traditionally do well, mostly because the judges can’t find too much wrong with a
well-executed image, so the only area it “might” be marked down on is “subject impact”. But only the
very best will fall into this category. With such strong quality to choose from, it’s easy for the judges
to mark down small flaws that you might consider inconsequential. “The human condition” is often a
strong contender, but sorry, most judges will not be impressed by anything that resembles a
“snapshot’, no matter how cute you think your nephew is. Experimental techniques can often score
well, because they’re new to the judges. However, if it’s a well-known technique, maybe not so much.
That “fourth element” will often add points. A nice rose with rain drops? Yawn. If there is an
interesting animal, a hummingbird, two bees dancing in there as well . . . another point or two might
be awarded. Light is everything in photography and judges will usually gloss over anything where the
lighting looks flat, even if you had to hang upside down by your toenails to get that shot of a wellknown tourist building. However, an unusual, unexpected viewpoint or action within the image could
make it a winner.
And remember, there are exceptions to every single thing I have noted above, so don’t discard what
you consider a strong image. There are no guarantees when “judging” art.
And for another take on this subject, see Glenn’s article following, with some insight into what the
Professional Photographers of BC look for when critiquing images.
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Photography Critique –
What are Judges Looking For?

(Glenn Marcus)

The Professional Photographers of BC held the PHOTOgraphie Festival at the Anvil Centre in New
Westminster at the beginning of November. There were workshops and a photography exhibition
open to all. One of the workshops was on critiques of photographs. The judges reviewed some of the
submissions and discussed key points of their critique in arriving at an evaluation of the photographs.
Photographs has to earn an “accepted” assessment, and then were judged for ranking.
It was interesting to hear the judging process. It starts as follows: the
viewing screen is black, the category (landscape, architecture etc.) and
then the title of the photograph is read out. Then the image appears. .
That triggers what could be the Impact of the photograph.The
sequence is important, you hear the title, then you see the photograph
One of the four aspects of consideration.
The four categories are: impact, the technical excellence (lighting, post
production work etc.), composition and creativity or vision.
The judges talked about the importance of the title. The title in essence
sets the stage. The judges used one of the photographs as an
example. The title was “Ancient Rock….” But when the photograph
appeared, the rock was small and insignificant to the scene as a whole.
It was a case, the judges noted, where the title did not help to communicate what the photographer
has for a vision of the photograph. Because the title was Ancient Rock…., the judges felt the
photograph failed.
As photographers, we should take time to think about what we are trying to say with our photograph,
and then choose a title that helps with that message. I guess a title like – Red Flower, would not do it!
The judges also talked about composition and the role elements of composition elements such as
balance and placement of the subject play to the success of the photograph. It became clear as the
judges talked, it is not a matter that that photograph is clear, focused etc., but they searched for
support of what was the photographer trying to achieve in terms of message or subject with the
photograph.
For example, one of the outcomes of the rule of thirds and the
placement of the subject off-centre is that the placement supports and
encourages the movement of the eye across the photograph. Dead
centre subjects can result in the eye immediately viewing that point
and then interest is gone. Where, with leading lines and an off-centre
subject can create more of a visual journal for the viewer. The eye will
travel across the photograph.
Light was an element of the photograph on which the judges made
frequent comments. Flat light with no variations creates less interest,
fewer stopping points for the eye. The judges noted that
photographers may add a 2% noise layer to a photograph to prevent flat light effects. The values in
variation of light and shadows was noted as an important part of the viewing experience.
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Look for the details as the smallest things can catch the eye of the judge. Check the edges of the
frame.
Keep it simple. The judges made the comment: what did the photographer want the viewer to see?
When the photograph is too busy, too complex, it can be more difficult for the viewer to connect to the
key subject of the photograph.

Gastown in the Rain
There was a really good turnout for the “Tour de Gastown” outing on November 12, and close to, if
not a record 177 images submitted to the Outings Gallery on our website. Awesome considering
there was a mix of showers, light rain and heavy rain for most of the morning. Kudos to all those who
braved the weather and still came up with some excellent photos. Along with the list of 18 buildings to
seek out (and learn about, thanks to the information provided), we were given a “Mini Shooting
Challenge” – always fun. Be sure to check the Outings Gallery for some interesting interpretations. If
you are logged into the site, you can also read the comments that members have made and if you
click on the “!” on the top right (Request for Comments) you can leave feedback. (Well, you can
leave feedback for any image on the site, of course!)

Clockworks © Michael D. has captured perfect
expressions as well as the clockworks.

Reflection © Debi N. shows just how much water there
was on the ground.

I have no report on the December outing. How about it, people? A quick report would be awesome
in the next issue! – Ed.
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Christmas celebrations in Mother Russia

(Tatiana Bobko)
I was born in the middle of snowy Siberia (by the way, contrary to popular belief it’s cold only in the
winter. We did get 4 seasons and it was very hot in the summer).
We never celebrated Christmas per se when I was little. We celebrated the season culminating with
New Year’s Eve, as the big family celebration. We would stay up all night after midnight and laugh,
dance, sing, go for walks and sleigh rides in the snow, watch holiday music concerts on TV and just
celebrate with family. Family was key. You were never alone during the holidays. Food, song, dance,
community were ever-present. Children would create a holiday “show” where we would read poetry,
fairytales, do puppet shows, dance, sing, for the adults. For everything we did, we would get a
present. Kids would dress up in costumes. I would be a fox, or a princess. In the morning there would
always be huge bags of candy and oranges for the kids under the elaborately decorated tree. The
table would always have a variety of caviar (fish eggs) and fish (we lived close to the river Ob, so fish
was a plenty), a variety of dumplings, pickled mushrooms and cucumbers, beet salads, borsch,
saurkreut, vodka. For desert a variety of pirozki with many a filling. It was a joyous time. It always
snowed in Siberia for the holidays, so we never prayed for white Christmas, it just came.
My dad always loved taking photographs. It was his thing. He would occupy the bathroom with his
darkroom equipment for hours. I would spend my time with him there. It was so fascinating. I think
this is where my love of photography comes from. Camera always in hand here are some of the
pictures my dad took of us during various holiday times.
S novim godom!
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Christmas pot-luck
Super-thanks to the organizers, contributors and helpers who made our potluck a success, especially Karen who had about 12 things going on at once
and still found time for hugs. Lots of great food and, as always, amazing
bargains from the Silent Auction that you could turn into sweet gifts for yourself or others. Of course
the entertainment was varied and top notch too!
Peter Ellis, who has been a member for a long time, thinks this may be the first Christmas pot-luck he
has missed in 40 years (but he wisely opted to avoid the risk of icy roads on the route from his home
in Maple Ridge). We didn’t do a roll call but we missed all of you who weren’t able to make it. See
you in January!

Resizing for projection
This is a massive (pun intended) topic, and of course many people use different software and
different versions, making tutorials even more difficult.
Competitions (in-club or out) and digital submissions (e.g. gallery) ask for images of a certain size.
Our club limits are 1920 pixels wide and 1080 pixels tall. That means you should not exceed either of
these dimensions. As well, images for projection really don’t require the quality you would look for if
you were making a poster-size print. Particularly when uploading images to the club galleries, we
don’t really have infinite space, so better a small file than a massive (here’s that word again) one.
With most software, the dimensions are “locked” (known in the Adobe world as “constrain
proportions”) so that you don’t end up with a distorted image. Also, because you want to change the
number of pixels, leave the “resample” box checked. So if you are resizing a horizontal image that
shows 5000 pixels wide (just grabbing a number off the shelf here), make sure your resizing box is
set to pixels and then type 1920 in the horizontal dimension. Your vertical dimension will resize
automatically (if it doesn’t, make sure you have a check box by “constrain proportions” or a little lock
icon). However, unless your photo is the same ratio as the 1920x1080, you will probably find that the
new vertical dimension exceeds 1080. In that case, type 1080 in the vertical dimension and leave the
horizontal at whatever comes up. With vertical images, putting 1080 in the height is adequate, since
it’s not going to wider than 1920, ever.
Depending on what you started with (e.g. full frame or cropped, megapixel
SLR or older point & shoot, etc.) you may still have a fairly large file. When
you go to save the image, Photoshop versions ask about “quality”. You don’t
need to go with 10 or 12 here. Using 8 will yield a perfectly acceptable image
for viewing on screen or projected.
When resizing for projection, you don’t have to worry about the resolution
(pixels per inch/ppi). If you change that from its default, it will generally
change the dimensions you have just set. Once you change them back, you
will have the same file size again. All that stuff in inches, and the resolution,
are for prints, and they become very important if you want to make good
quality prints.
If you find the whole thing confusing, use Google to search for “resizing in
(insert your software and version here)” and read tutorials until you find something that makes sense
to you. Bookmark or print it for future reference.
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Deadlines and Dates of Note
December 15 The West Coast Animatographers’ meeting at the New Westminster Library auditorium,
6:45 pm. You don’t have to bring anything (if you would like to bring a show, check with our website
for details/contact info); come for the shows, the inspiration and the learning experience. We
encourage your comments. Everyone welcome. No cost.
December 18: Last day for entries to the “Vintage” theme.
December 31: This is the deadline (11:00 PM) for uploading your sharing images (or slideshow) to
the club website for the first meeting in January, i.e. January 3. You don’t need to wait for the
deadline – who wants to be doing that on New Year’s Eve, right?
January 1: Welcome to 2017!
January 21: This evening (11:00 PM but please don’t leave it that late) for entries (2) for the club’s
in-house digital competition “Black and White Creations”.
January 22: The online theme “Everything’s all white” closes tonight. Don’t wait for the last
minute!
February 4: Burnaby Photographic Society 21st Annual Showcase of slide shows set to music and a
print exhibition (which runs January 29 to February 4) at James Cowan Theatre in the Shadbolt
Centre for the Arts, 6450 Deer Lake Avenue, Burnaby. For tickets ($18), contact Brian Maskell at
burnabyshowcase@gmail.com, phone 604-318-9369, or visit
http://www.burnabyphotographicsociety.com/.
February 5 is the deadline for submission for individual (not club – just if you want to enter on your
own) entries to the North Shore Challenge. See www.nsps.ca/challenge/ for all the submission
information.
March 4: The 33rd annual North Shore Challenge judging evening. We will have an entry, so come
and cheer us on, and enjoy the range of images from clubs and individuals all over BC and the
Yukon. As in previous years, it will be held at the Key Meek Centre for the Performing Arts in West
Vancouver, 7:00 pm. Tickets 604-981-6335 or www.kaymeekcentre.com.
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Our Social Media Links

And of course:

www.nwphoto.org

is the ultimate source for club information. Remember, you see

more options if you log in first.

All decorative “clip-art” in this issue (except the holly, which is creative commons, and ornament on top of first page, which
is used under licence) and including the snowmen above, are CGI images © Shona LaFortune.
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